One of the more perplexing challenges for the hydrologic research community is the need for development of coupled systems involving integration of hydrologic, atmospheric and socioeconomic relationships. Given the demand for integrated modelling and availability of enormous data with varying degrees of (un)certainty, there exists growing popularity of data-driven, unified theory catchment scale hydrological modelling frameworks. Recent research focuses on representation of distinct hydrological processes using mathematical model components that vary in a controlled manner, thereby deriving relationships between alternative conceptual model constructs and catchments' behaviour. With increasing computational power, an evolutionary approach to autoconfiguration of conceptual hydrological models is gaining importance. Its successful implementation depends on the choice of evolutionary algorithm, inventory of model components, numerical implementation, rules of operation and fitness functions. In this study, genetic programming is used as an example of evolutionary algorithm that employs modelling decisions inspired by the Superflex framework to automatically induce optimal model configurations for the given catchment dataset. The main objective of this paper is to identify the effects of entropy, hydrological and statistical measures as optimization objectives on the performance of the proposed approach based on two synthetic case studies of varying complexity.
INTRODUCTION
box models for short-term prediction rather than harnessing the idea of automated knowledge evolution and improving our current understanding of the system. Recent studies have attempted to incorporate hydrological concepts into the framework of an evolutionary data-driven algorithm, say, genetic programming (GP) (Koza ) to automatically estimate the input (rainfall) history for the prediction of runoff (Havlícěk et al. ) and to automatically evolve Sugawara tank (Sugawara ) model configurations (Chadalawada et al. ) for the catchments of interest.
In this study, GP is used in conjunction with Superflex titled Evolutionary Superflex framework (http://scholarbank. nus.edu.sg/handle/10635/138678) for automatic evolution of optimal model configuration for the given catchment. As men- preceding the parallelly connected FR and SR. The unsaturated zone reservoir is initialized to a percentage of its maximum capacity. All other reservoirs are assumed to be empty initially. The inputs to GP framework include observed forcings Precipitation (P) and Evaporation (E), Discharge (Q) and random constants. Other GP settings are listed in the Appendix (Table A1 , available with the online version of this paper). For more details on GP framework consult (http:// scholarbank.nus.edu.sg/handle/10635/138678). In Figure 1 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
The model identification and its performance evaluation should be based on ability to reproduce hydrological behaviour and capture properties of catchments rather than merely matching observed and simulated responses. There are a variety of performance indices that measure the ability of a hydrological model to reproduce observed streamflow. It is important for the simulated time series to preserve critical aspects of observed streamflow hydrograph (Vis et al. ) so that the governing model structure can also be used as a catchment classifier for predictions in ungauged basins. One of the recent studies (Shafii & Tolson ) highlights the point that the results are more sensitive to objective function formulation as opposed to the choice of optimization algorithm. Therefore, in this paper, a range of entropy, statistical and hydrological signatures listed in Table 1 are used as optimization objectives of Evolutionary Superflex approach.
In this review, a single objective optimization scheme is adopted to clearly assess each of the 14 objective functions highlighted in Table 1 . The objective functions defined consist of one criterion or combined criteria representing different aspects of streamflow. This includes three one criterion (NS0, MD0 and RD0) and the rest as combined criteria objective functions.
The main characteristics of the metrics used in this study can be summarized as follows:
1. Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and mean absolute relative error (MARE) are sensitive to peak and low flows, respectively. (Fenicia et al. 2014) . P, E and Q represent precipitation, potential evaporation and streamflow, respectively. S I , S U , S R , S F and S S represent storages of IR, UR zone, RR zone, fast reacting and slow reacting reservoirs, respectively. 
Modified NSE and logarithmic NSE emphasize low
Range: À∞ to 1 (best)
a. Sensitivity to very high flows;
b. Weightage to low flows 
a. Emphasize on flood peaks and low flows; b. Prioritize flow variability
Best estimate for future is given by the latest value
Detects additive and proportional differences in observed and simulated means and variances 
Range: 0 to 1 (best) comparatively simpler structure (see Figure 1 ). The idea behind using synthetic data is to assess the ability of the objective function to guide GP towards the optimal known solution. In the case of synthetic data, the existence of the optimal solution can be guaranteed. The entire length of data (five years) is used for every simulation.
First, one month is reserved for model spin up. All the reservoirs of the 12 selected Superflex submodels are initially assumed to be empty except for the UR reservoir that is initialized to a percentage of its maximum capacity.
Euler implicit stepping scheme with fixed daily time steps is used in the flux computations. In this setting, GP minimizes the objective functions, evolves optimal model configurations using components (Superflex submodels and basic algebraic functions) of the function set, terminal set (P, E, constants) and other settings listed in the Appendix (Table A1 ). For each of the 14 objective functions listed in ) is calculated: and 5 that the observed values closely follow the 50% quantile (median) of the simulated values. It has also been verified that uncertainty bands derived using parameter sets given by Evolutionary Superflex are narrower than using parameter sets randomly drawn from uniform distributions (with user specified parameter ranges) for the same likelihood measure (SIS).
In order to select the most appropriate, the best model configurations ( Tables 2 and 3) Comparing Figures 6 and 7 Table 4 ) observed in the case of model configuration induced based on CED|KG10 for
Q_MIV is not to be considered, although it has a negative SIS value. KG20 is associated with better MAE (1.6 × 10 À3 ) thetic dataset used in this study (see Figure 8 ). Figure 9 ). It remains a challenge to pinpoint an objective function that brings out the best performance of Evolutionary Superflex approach in effectively searching the model space to evolve optimal conceptual model constructs and parameters for given datasets. This study aims to run the evolutionary modelling framework using different, strategically aggregated objective functions and to select the most suitable model based on the collective analysis of results obtained.
This research will be extended to capture hydrological processes of larger and complex catchments in order to reinforce the current findings. An attempt can be made to constrain equifinal parameters to ranges associated with observed catchment behaviour using identifiability analysis which can result in narrow uncertainty bands. Also, the efficiency of the proposed modelling approach will be tested in a multiobjective optimization context.
